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Abstract: Innovative developments are necessary for treating and defeating cancer, an oftentimes 

deadly group of diseases characterized by the uncontrolled growth and spread of abnormal cells. 

Breast cancer (BC) is the second leading cause of cancer-related deaths of women in the USA, 

and prostate cancer (PC) is the second leading cause of cancer-related deaths of American men. 

Although some efficacious BC drugs are pharmaceutically marketed, they affect the quality of 

life for some patients because they are toxic in that their usages have been accompanied by side 

effects such as stroke, thrombosis, slow heart rate, seizure, increased blood pressure, nausea, 

emesis, and more. Therefore, there is an urgent need for the discovery of molecular markers 

for early detection of this disease and discovery of targets for the development of novel, less 

toxic therapeutics. A botanical plant Vernonia amygdalina has been widely used in Nigerian 

and other Central and West African cultures for centuries as an herbal medicine. Mounting 

evidence suggests that treatment with low concentrations of aqueous leaf extracts of the edible 

Nigerian V. amygdalina plant (Niger-VA) arrests the proliferative activities and induces apop-

tosis in estrogen receptor-positive, estrogen receptor-negative, and triple-negative human breast 

cancerous cells and in androgen-independent human PC-3. Also, in athymic mice, Niger-VA 

potentiates increased efficacies and optimizes treatment outcomes when given as a cotreatment 

with conventional chemotherapy drugs. Evidence of its noticeable cytostatic activities ranging 

from changes in DNA synthesis to growth inhibition, mechanisms of inducing apoptosis in 

different cancer cell lines, and in vivo antitumorigenic activities and chemopreventive efficacy 

reinforce the idea that Niger-VA deserves increased attention for further development as a 

phytoceutical, anticancer drug entity. Hence, the present review article highlights impactful 

published literature on the anticancer effects of Niger-VA in multiple cancerous cell lines and in 

a nude mouse model, supporting its potential usefulness as a natural product, chemotherapeutic 

medicine for treatment of both BC and PC.

Keywords: breast cancer, prostate cancer, anticancer agents, antitumorigenic agents, chemo-

preventive natural products

Introduction
All cancers involve the malfunction of genes controlling cell growth and death.  Inherited 

factors play a larger role in determining risk for a small proportion of cancers (eg, 

colorectal, breast, and prostate) than for others, with familial cancers arising from the 

interplay between common gene variations and lifestyle/environmental risk factors. 

Inherited mutations of the BRCA1 or BRCA2 genes are the reason that breast and 

ovarian cancers are much more common in some families.1 Yet, most cancers do not 

result from inherited genes. According to a report from the American Cancer Society 

(2000), African-American women (AAW) are approximately 33% more likely to die 
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of cancer than white women, and more than twice likely 

to die of cancer as are women who are Asian Islanders, 

Native Americans, or Hispanics.1–3 A reported 13.7 million 

Americans with a history of cancer were fortunately alive 

on  January 1, 2012, yet in 2014, approximately 1,665,540 

new cancer cases were reported to cancer registries and 

approximately 585,720 Americans were expected to die of 

cancer.4 Lung cancer ranks first in cancer-related deaths, 

followed by breast cancer (BC) in females, with prostate 

cancer (PC) ranking as the second leading cancer-related 

killer of males.4 Death rates for BC have steadily decreased 

in women since 1989, with the largest decreases in younger 

women from 2006 to 2010, possibly due to improvements 

in early detection and treatment.1,4 Still, BC has the highest 

incidence of all organ sites of cancers in adult women in 

the USA, and health disparities exist in that there are large 

differences in BC survival by race. Cancer incidences have 

declined in some ethnic populations, yet cancer mortality 

rates continually increase worldwide.4,5 The 5-year survival 

rate is 90% for white women and 79% for AAW for all BC 

stages combined.4 Also, disproportionally higher mortality 

rates and prevalence of triple-negative breast cancer (TNBC) 

occur in AAW than other women and anticancer treatment 

agents are far less effective in such tumors. BC treatment 

may involve surgery, radiation, hormone therapy, immune 

therapy, targeted therapy, and/or chemotherapy. However, 

resistance to treatment and harsh side effects associated 

with BC treatment regimens have caused researchers to 

search for more natural chemotherapeutic agents to combat 

the cancer epidemic. A survey by the National Center for 

Complementary and Integrative Health on complementary 

and alternative medicine (CAM) use concluded that most 

people use CAM as a way to increase their quality of life.6 

Unfortunately, to date, CAM usage has not harnessed total 

buy-in from physicians and other caregivers.

Pertaining to PC, in the USA in 2014, there were an 

estimated 233,000 new cases compared with 116,000 new 

cases of lung and bronchus cancer, with 29,480 deaths from 

PC and 86,930 deaths in males from lung and bronchus 

cancer.4,7 Age, ethnicity, and familial history of PC are 

the only well-established risk factors and racial and ethnic 

disparities exist in relation to the disease, evidenced by the 

following facts. PC occurs more often in African-American 

men (AAM) than men of other races, and AAM are more 

likely to be diagnosed at an advanced stage and are twice as 

likely to die of PC compared with white men.  Additionally, 

AAM and Jamaican men of African descent have the high-

est PC incidence rates in the world while PC occurs less 

often in Asian-American and Hispanic/Latino men than in 

non-Hispanic whites.8 Local PC treatments involve minor 

or major surgery and radiation therapy, while the systemic 

treatments are chemotherapy and hormonal therapy. The 

commonly used chemotherapeutic regimen combines the 

drug Docetaxel with the corticosteroid prednisone, but 

this regiment is riddled with harsh side effects. Hormonal 

therapy aims to block prostate cancerous cells from getting 

dihydrotestosterone, an active metabolite of testosterone, 

a hormone required for the growth and spread of most 

PC cells, but leads to hormone therapy resistance within 

2 years unless accompanied with either chemical or surgi-

cal  castration. Two drugs, finasteride and dutasteride, are 

approved to treat symptoms associated with benign prostate 

enlargement, but they cause reduced libido and the risk of 

erectile dysfunction. Long-term survival data from partici-

pants in a finasteride trial reported no effect of the drug on 

overall survival or survival after the diagnosis of PC. Thus, 

neither drug is approved for the prevention of PC at this 

time. In addition to the numerous anti-BC studies we have 

conducted, two studies have been done in our laboratories 

indicating that Nigerian Vernonia amygdalina (Niger-VA) 

shows efficacy toward growth inhibition in PC cells.

Chemoprevention is an active research area, and use of 

CAM is a novel chemopreventive approach based on plant 

products, herbs, vegetables, and spices used in folk and tradi-

tional medicine.6,9,10 Numerous results from cell culture model 

experiments show that some herbal products have potential 

for use as chemopreventive and chemotherapeutic agents for 

certain types of cancers.11–38 We believe the medicinal value 

of Niger-VA is substantive because of its efficacy against 

estrogen receptor-positive (ER+), estrogen receptor-negative 

(ER−), and triple-negative human breast cancerous cells, ani-

mal model mammary tumors, as well as PC cells, a broader 

range than has been described with other anticancer agents. 

This article presents a compilation of published data generated 

in our laboratories as we continue to ascertain the therapeutic 

value of Niger-VA toward attenuating the increasing world-

wide death rates associated with BC and PC.

Complementary and alternative medicine
CAM is defined as a group of diverse medical and health care 

systems, practices, and products not considered conventional 

medicine, encompassing both broad types of  therapies.6 

Typical examples of CAM approaches are herbalism 

 (phytotherapy), meditation, yoga, and diet-based therapies.10 

Complementary medicine can also be used together with con-

ventional medicine, and some of these integrative treatment 
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approaches have exhibited synergism in efficacy.6 Within 

the USA, the reported number of CAM users increased 

from 38% to over 62% when the definition of CAM was 

expanded to include the deliberate use of megavitamin 

therapy and prayer for health reasons.6,9 Efficacy studies on 

patients’ attitudes and behaviors have revealed that the most 

common reasons identified for trying it was the belief that 

CAM would improve health when used in combination with 

conventional medicine, that conventional medicine would not 

work and/or they would rather try a natural product instead. 

Data also showed that more than 75% of cancer patients use 

some form of CAM, mainly to treat chronic or recurring 

pain.6 A recent patient preference trial proposed a complex 

nursing care intervention involving CAM therapies and 

counseling on CAM coupled with chemotherapy, aimed at 

increasing health-related quality of life in patients undergoing 

chemotherapy.39 This study is based on how effective nurs-

ing care interventions of CAM would be toward orienting 

patients to choose CAM therapies.39 Data will be collected, 

and the results analyzed by mid-year 2016.

Physicians often influence patients’ beliefs about use of 

CAM treatments. In a study conducted at Mayo Clinic in 

Rochester, MN, USA, the link to a Web-based survey was 

sent to 660 internists to determine conventionally trained 

physicians’ knowledge of medical efficacy, beliefs, intentions, 

behaviors, and attitudes toward CAM. Of the 233 respondent 

physicians, 76% had never referred a patient to a CAM 

practitioner, yet 44% stated that they would refer a patient if 

a CAM practitioner were available at their institution. Also, 

57% thought that incorporating CAM therapies would have 

a positive effect on patient satisfaction and although most 

agreed that some CAM therapies hold promise, many did not 

feel knowledgeable about CAM safety or efficacy. And, 81% 

expressed their need for more education on CAM modalities 

before counseling their patients about their use of CAM.40 

Findings from these studies raise important issues for medi-

cal education and patient care. We provide evidence-based 

information that may encourage oncologists and other cancer 

health care providers to recommend CAM to accompany 

prescribed conventional therapies.

Niger-VA
The therapeutic use of plant products is among the oldest of 

medical practices, with plants serving as excellent sources 

for developing safer and more effective drugs. This premise 

is supported by reports on the inverse relationship between 

the consumption of fruits and vegetables and the reduction in 

the risks of cancers of many sites. Known in Africa as bitter 

leaf, the Nigerian Yoruba name for the plant, V. amygdalina, 

is “ewuro”, and the Igbo calls it as “onugbu”. The leaves 

are boiled in soups and are also sold in the market after 

being shredded, parboiled, and made into fist-sized balls.17 

Aqueous extracts of V. amygdalina have been shown to have 

antibacterial,41,42 amebicidal,43 antioxidant,44,45 hypoglycemic/

antidiabetic,46 oxytocic,47 hepatoprotective,48 serum lipid 

modulatory,49 gastric secretory,50 analgesic,41 and phytotoxic43 

efficacies. Also, earlier investigators have shown that purified 

fractions of the chloroform extract of V. amygdalina elicited 

anticancer effects in human carcinoma of the nasopharynx.51 

However, the anticancer effects of Niger-VA are the focus for 

this review article. Niger-VA treatment inhibits the prolifera-

tion of ER+, ER−, and triple-negative human breast carcinoma 

cells, as well as induces apoptosis in BC and PC cells with 

no effect on normal human peripheral blood mononuclear 

cells. This review could prove to be foundational in support 

of development of Niger-VA for phytoceutical usage as a 

viable treatment for BC and PCs.

V. amygdalina has demonstrated growth under a wide 

range of ecological zones in Africa and produces large masses 

of forage while remaining drought tolerant.52 There are 

approximately 1,000 known species of the Vernonia genus, 

and V. amygdalina Delile (Figure 1) is likely the most used 

and most documented for its medicinal benefits.53 The bitter 

taste is due to alkaloids, saponins, tannins, and glycosides that 

have been shown to provide biological benefits.51 The leaves, 

harvested for human consumption and washed to get rid of 

the bitter taste, are often eaten as a vegetable, one known 

to stimulate the gastrointestinal tract and reduce fever.50 

Leaves are also used as a local medicine against schistosome 

worm transmitting leeches in treating amoebic dysentery,54,55 

malaria, some sexually transmitted diseases, wounds, and 

hepatitis.56 In-depth studies of V. amygdalina (VA) identified 

nine important minerals in the plant leaves, including zinc, 

magnesium, iron, copper, and others, as well as condensed 

tannins and soluble tannins.57–62 Other studies have shown 

that the antiplasmodial activity of VA extracts may be related 

to the presence of flavonoids, saponins, alkaloids, terpenes, 

steroids, coumarins, phenolic acids, lignans, xanthones, and 

anthraquinones,63,64 and VA has been shown to have high 

cytotoxic effects on human hepatocellular carcinoma cells 

and on human urinary bladder carcinoma cells.65

Preparation of crude extracts
Pesticide-free fresh VA leaves, collected in Benin City, 

Nigeria, were rinsed with cold water, soaked overnight, and 

then crushed to a mixture. Following filtering through clean 
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white gauze to remove particulate matter, the mixture was 

filter sterilized using a 0.45 µm filter unit. It is the resultant 

crude aqueous leaf extracts of the edible Nigerian VA plant, 

Niger-VA, that demonstrates anticancer properties when used 

in low concentrations to treat cancerous cells. Niger-VA, 

used alone or in combination with known anticancer drugs, 

is emerging as a very strong candidate chemotherapeutic. The 

usage of Niger-VA as CAM in the near future is relatively 

high; however, VA leaves must first be authenticated as a 

quality control measure.

Preparation of edotides and edoTiDeplus
Reconstituted lyophilized fractions of Niger-VA were 

separated using preparative reverse-phase chromatography 

(PRPC), and two samples were selected and subjected to ion 

exchange chromatography (IEC), yielding ten IEC subfrac-

tions from one of them. These ten IEC subfractions were 

loaded on columns and separated by reverse-phase chro-

matography (RPC), yielding 35 subfractions for each of the 

ten IEC subfractions for a total of 350 RPC fractions. Of the 

350 RPC subfractions from the ten IEC subfractions (from 

a single PRPC fraction), three fractions, which are peptides, 

possessed DNA synthesis inhibitory effects at 100 ng/mL 

concentrations.38 In the water-soluble extraction method, 

lyophilized water-soluble protein fractions of Niger-VA 

separated by PRPC and followed by IEC and RPC yielded 

edotides. The company EdoBotanics (edobotanics.com) 

specializes in the production of encapsulated pills containing 

edotides, and these water-soluble anticancer agents are now 

US patented.38 They are marketed as the herbal supplement 

edoTIDEplus, which promotes general health and well-being, 

breast and prostate health, and immune system health and 

minimizes harsh side effects.

Fingerprint analysis to study active 
fractions
Niger-VA authentication and activity determination protocols 

(Figures 2–4) aimed at improving its medicinal benefits and 

safety have been developed.66–68 Increases in costs of prescrip-

tion medications combined with an interest in CAM remedies 

drive the push to determine the specific ingredient(s) causing 

a therapeutic effect. Since crude Niger-VA contains a complex 

mixture of natural compounds, each with a specific action, 

it is capable of eliciting complex physiological responses 

alone or in combination with other molecules. Achieving 

consistent content suggests the need for a detailed knowledge 

of the mixture components and reproducible strategies for 

monitoring consistency. Studies have shown that VA contains 

bioactive principles. These include sesquiterpene lactones, 

vernodalin, hydroxyvernolide, vernomygdin, and others51 

Figure 1 Vernonia amygdalina Delile (A–C). 
Note: Family: Asteraceae; Genus: vernonia; Species: Vernonia amygdalina Delile. Reproduced with permission from © Robert von Blittersdorff (B and C) and © Stefan Dressler 
(A), www.africanplants.senckenberg.de.96
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Dry VA leaves

Extract on Soxhlet
with 85% ethanol

VA condensate

Hexane
elution

Chloroform
elution

Butanol
elution

A-1 A-2 A-3

Figure 2 Flow diagram showing the stages in the organic extraction and separation of fractions A-1, A-2, and A-3 using various solvents.
Abbreviation: vA, Vernonia amygdalina.

Condensate

Dissolved in ethyl
acetate

Methanol
elution

B-5 B-4 B-3 B-2 B-1

Butanol
elution

Ethyl acetate
solution

Ethyl acetate
elution

Chloroform
elution

Hexane
elution Sample placed in a 

Büchner funnel and
Separated by filtration

Silica gel
added

Silica gel
sample

Solvent
volatilized

Figure 3 Flow chart diagram showing stages in the organic extraction and elution of fractions B-1, B-2, B-3, B-4, and B-5 from Vernonia amygdalina condensate using silica gel.
Note: Bioactivity assays reveal that B-2 and B-3 are biologically active.

including vernolepin that possesses antiplatelet activity,69 

some novel stigmastane-type steroid glycosides vernonio-

sides A-1, A-2, A-3 and related B-1,11 and vernoniosides D 

and E.69 However, none of these constituents attribute to VA’s 

antiproliferative activity in breast cancerous cells. Therefore, 

aqueous and organic extractions were utilized to obtain the 

fingerprint analysis (Table 1) and to study of active fractions 

of Niger-VA.66–68 These anticancer components of Niger-VA 

are highly extractable by polar protic solvents, and further 

separation efforts to narrow the fractions to only a few of the 

most active molecules are underway.

Paclitaxel (Taxol, TAX) is an example of a natural product 

that has been successful as an anticancer agent. Its discovery 

was stimulated through an inquiry by the National Cancer 

Institute (NCI) in 1962 geared toward finding natural prod-

ucts that might cure cancer. It was discovered that TAX is a 

known antimicrotubule agent.70 Although the drug showed 

efficacy in restricting tumor cell growth, it presented several 

difficulties specific to the harvesting and synthesis of the 

active  compound.70 The first company to achieve large-scale 

production of TAX was Polysciences, Inc. (Warrington, PA, 

USA), and clinical trials were made possible once a method 

was derived to extract a precursor of TAX, 10-deacetylbac-

catin III, from the common yew relative Taxus baccata, 

the precursor then converted by chemical synthesis to the 

trademarked Taxol.70 Currently, a cell culture method devel-

oped by Phyton Catalytic, Inc. (Ithaca, NY, USA) is used by 

Bristol-Myers Squibb (New York, NY, USA) to produce the 
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Figure 4 Multiple-solvent fractions of Vernonia amygdalina (vA) extracts inhibited DNA synthesis.
Notes: Cells at the logarithmic growth phase were treated with either 100 or 1,000 µg/mL for 18 hours before the addition of 1 µCi/mL [3H]thymidine for 6 hours. each data 
point represents the mean of three independent experiments done in duplicates (N=6). exposure of cells to multiple-solvent fractions (butanol, chloroform, ethyl acetate, 
hexane, and methanol) of vA inhibited DNA synthesis in both concentration and solvent-dependent fashion. *Hexane, chloroform, and ethyl acetate extracted fractions 
(A-1, A-2, and B-3) at 100 µg/mL inhibited DNA synthesis by approximately 30%. **One thousand microgram per milliliter of fractions of hexane, chloroform, butanol, and 
ethyl acetate (A-1–3, B-2, B-3, and B-4) inhibited DNA synthesis by 76%, 98%, 94%, 98%, 98%, and 96% (P,0.001), respectively [3H]thymidine uptake was determined.
Abbreviations: cpm, counts per minute; Cont, control.

Table 1 RT and heights of two characteristic peaks in HPLC fingerprints of four fraction extracts of a batch of VA

VA fraction  
no

Peak 1  
RT (min)

Peak 2  
RT (min)

Mean  
RT (min)

SD  
RT (min)

Peak 1 height  
(mAU)

Peak 2 height  
(mAU)

Mean height  
(mAU)

SD height 
(mAU)

4 2.206 2.208 2.207 0.001 5.50 14.0 9.75 6.010
A-2 2.210 2.213 2.2115 0.002 1.2 3.5 2.35 1.626
B-2 2.185 2.187 2.186 0.001 6.9 25.0 15.95 12.799
B-3 2.150 2.152 2.151 0.001 2.25 6.7 4.475 3.147

Notes: All fraction peaks expressed at a relatively similar retention time, while higher peak height was expressed in fractions 4 and B-3. Fingerprint experiment was 
conducted in duplicates, and mean and standard deviations for peak height and retention time computed.
Abbreviations: RT, retention time; vA, Vernonia amygdalina; SD, standard deviation; HPLC, high performance liquid chromatography.

drug, with lingering challenges associated with formulating a 

delivery system acceptable for human use. Once the isolated 

compound in Taxol was combined with the excipient cremo-

phor EL, its use resulted in a range of preclinical toxic effects 

and high cell turnover in gastrointestinal, lymphatic, and 

reproductive tissues.70 Niger-VA development is warranted for 

the management of BC and PC, especially in light of the fact 

that TAX treatment is toxic and TAX resistance is common, 

it is minimally effective against TNBC and PC, Niger-VA 

given alone is more efficacious than TAX treatment alone, 

and Niger-VA synergizes with TAX for increased inhibition 

of cancerous cell and tumor growth.

Anticancer activity of Niger-VA
Niger-VA possesses antitumor activity with no deleterious 

effects in humans, as the leaves are a large part of the diets of 

Nigerians and people in other West African cultures. In our 

hands, both Niger-VA and edotides demonstrated anticancer 

activities. The earliest studies done in our laboratories on 

the effects of Niger-VA on BC show that low concentrations 

retard the proliferation of human estrogen receptor-positive 

MCF-7 cells in vitro in a concentration-dependent fashion.38 

Niger-VA showed no significant cytotoxicity effects at a 

concentration range of 3–25 µg/mL and did not change the 

viable/nonviable cell ratio, and Niger-VA concentrations 

higher than 25 µg/mL caused incrementally greater inhibi-

tion of cell proliferation. The concentration of Niger-VA 

required to inhibit the growth of 50% of the cell population, 

computed using a regression analysis was 5.68±2 µg/mL, 

which is greater than 1,400 times more efficacious than 

other plant extracts previously reported.38 Additionally, the 

observed inhibition of cancer cell growth by Niger-VA was 
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not seen in nonwater-soluble VA extracts.47 Over the past 

12 years, we have generated substantial biochemical and 

biophysical evidence providing clear perspectives on Niger-

VA’s anticancer actions and supporting its chemotherapeutic 

potential,38,66–68 summarized in this review.

Mode of action of Niger-VA against 
BC and PC
The use of Niger-VA has remained limited only to the 

cultures that use it as a vegetable component in soups or 

porridges after maceration to remove the bitter taste.47 We 

argue that development of Niger-VA as a novel therapeutic 

will provide a less toxic therapy, lead to new interventions 

and early prevention strategies and impact therapeutic deci-

sion making at the point of care for patients with BC and 

PC. In this article, we review much of the work we have 

done toward discovery of targets for the development of 

Niger-VA, a novel, less toxic therapeutics. Before our work, 

mechanisms of actions mediated by Niger-VA to elicit its 

anticancer actions were then unknown.

Niger-VA as an inducer of xenobiotic 
metabolizing enzymes
When focusing on xenobiotic processes, cytochrome P450 

comprises a large and diverse superfamily of liver hemopro-

teins that use a plethora of both exogenous and endogenous 

compounds as substrates in enzymatic reactions to remove 

foreign compounds from cells.71 Xenobiotic metabolism 

is divided into three phases, and in Phase I, enzymes such 

as cytochrome P450 oxidases introduce reactive or polar 

groups into xenobiotics. These modified compounds are 

then conjugated to polar compounds in the Phase II reac-

tions, which are catalyzed by transferase enzymes. Finally, 

in Phase III, the conjugated xenobiotics may be further 

processed, before being recognized by efflux transporters 

and pumped out of cells.71 Many of the natural anticancer 

agents have been shown to act as monofunctional inducers of 

metabolic enzymes and dose range optimization studies have 

been performed.22,29 Data from time- and dose-dependent 

experiments of MCF-7 cells treated with Niger-VA suggest 

that Niger-VA acts as a monofunctional inducer, increas-

ing Phase II enzyme expression without affecting Phase I 

enzymes.71 This pattern is in direct contrast with mostly all 

other cancer pharmaceuticals today. These data are useful 

toward further validating Niger-VA as a potential clinically 

useful natural anticancer agents and provides some support 

for the concept that modulation in CYP3A4 expression in 

response to treatment is relevant to prognosis.14,29,72

Niger-VA as an inhibitor of 
extracellular signal-regulated 
kinases
Niger-VA has been shown to modulate extracellular signal-

related kinases 1 and 2 (ERK 1/2) activities in ER+ MCF-7 

cells, thus suggesting a mechanism for its antimitotic actions 

in breast cancerous cells.72 Before this study was reported, 

the mechanisms by which Niger-VA inhibits cultured MCF-7 

cell growth had not been examined. The data reveled that 

treatment of cells with 10 µg/mL of Niger-VA potently 

inhibited ERK activities, DNA synthesis (P,0.005), and cell 

growth (P,0.01) in a concentration-dependent fashion, both 

in the absence and in the presence of serum.73 The results 

suggested that Niger-VA exhibits cytostatic action to retard 

the growth of human BC cells. The ERK signaling pathways 

may be one or more of the intracellular targets for Niger-VA’s 

antineoplastic actions.73

Membrane disruption and 
subsequent efflux eliciting Niger-
VA’s anticancer actions
Niger-VA alters MCF-7 cell membrane permeability and 

efflux.74,75 Recognizing from the studies of others that 

membrane disruption and subsequent efflux and apoptosis 

regulation were mechanisms used by some plant extracts to 

evoke their anticancer effects, we sought to provide addi-

tional insights on Niger-VA’s mode of action by evaluating 

cell membrane permeability and efflux in Niger-VA treated 

MCF-7 cells. We report that exposure of cells to Niger-VA 

decreased 3H-thymidine uptake but increased 3H-thymidine 

release into the medium, suggesting alteration in member 

permeability of the Niger-VA treated cells.75 Thionins are 

found in the seeds, stems, roots, and leaves of some plants. 

These low molecular weight proteins are active components, 

which elicit a wide range of activities. Investigations by oth-

ers have indicated that thionins may be responsible for the 

anticancer activities of the plant extracts they studied.76,77 The 

thionins are believed to form channels on the cell plasma 

membrane surface to alter the cell efflux, depolarization, 

and subsequent cell death.

Antimitotic actions of Niger-VA  
in ER− breast cancerous cells
Most chemotherapeutic agents are less effective in patients 

with BC with ER− tumors than those with ER+ ones, and 

AAW are disproportionately diagnosed with ER− tumors 

compared to their white counterparts.78,79 It was reported in 
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our laboratories that the Niger-VA inhibited mitosis in ER− 

human ductal carcinoma, BT-549 cells in a dose-dependent 

fashion with the 100 µg/mL dose being the most  efficacious. 

Although ER+ cells are more sensitive to Niger-VA than 

these, we showed that this botanical plant proved to be an 

effectual treatment in BT-549 cells while these cells are 

insensitive to TAX.80,81 However, Niger-VA treatment exhib-

ited synergism toward inhibition of cancerous growth when 

combined with several known efficacious anticancer agents, 

including TAX, Tamoxifen,82 Doxorubicin, Vincristine, and 

others dependent on the cell line employed. This suggests that 

Niger-VA treatment can complement current chemotherapy, 

a finding that stands to be one of the most impactful regarding 

Niger-VA’s use as a cancer treatment.74,75,80,81,83–93

Niger-VA-induced DNA damage 
activities
Niger-VA has been shown to protect against hydroperoxidation 

and elicits an antioxidant effect against acrylonitrile-induced 

oxidative stress in the DI TNC1 rat astrocyte cell line derived 

from rat brain. Analysis using the [3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-

yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide] (MTT) assay and the 

alkaline single-cell gel electrophoresis (Comet) assay method 

suggested that it is capable of crossing the cell membrane, 

entering into the extracellular matrix, protecting normal cells 

from reactive oxygen species and lowering basal level DNA 

damage.83 However, Niger-VA represents a DNA-damaging 

agent in cancerous cells. MTT assay analyses indicated that 

Niger-VA treatment significantly reduced the viability of 

MCF-7 cells, and data generated from the Comet assay also 

indicated a slight increase in comet tail-length, tail arm, and 

tail moment, as well as in percentages of DNA cleavage sug-

gesting minimal Niger-VA-induced DNA damage in MCF-7 

cells.84 These findings provide evidence that Niger-VA is 

protective in normal cells yet elicits activity against BC cells 

using a mechanism of action, at least in part, through minimal 

induction of DNA damage and moderate toxicity. The type of 

cell line does matter. We found that exposure to the ethanolic 

extracts of VA, not Niger-VA, altered microtubule formation 

in HeLa cells by targeting alpha tubulin.85

Growth arrest and apoptosis
Studies on cancer treatments reveal that most, if not all, che-

motherapeutic agents kill cancer cells through the induction 

of apoptosis. Treatment of MCF-7 cancer cells yielded early 

signs of apoptosis resulting from phosphatidylserine exter-

nalization as judged using an annexin V-FITC  (apoptotic)/

propidium iodide (necrotic) kit. The extent of DNA damage 

increased with increasing doses of Niger-VA. The findings 

demonstrated that Niger-VA-induced cytotoxicity and 

apoptosis in MCF-7 cells was due to phosphatidylserine 

externalization accompanied by secondary necrotic cell 

death due to loss of membrane integrity.86 Niger-VA potently 

inhibits MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231 cell growth, as well as 

DNA synthesis, and induces apoptosis by caspase activation 

through both extrinsic and intrinsic methods independent of 

p53.88,90 This time- and dose-dependent Niger-VA-induced 

apoptosis, analyzed using MTT assays, is accompanied by 

secondary necrotic cancer cell death, with no effects on 

normal human peripheral blood mononuclear cells. The 

underlying mechanism of this growth inhibition involved 

the stimulation of cell-type specific G1/S phase cell cycle 

arrest in MCF-7 cells but not in MDA-MB-231 cells. 

Although the growth arrest was associated with increased 

levels of p53 and p21, and a concomitant decrease in the 

levels of cyclin D1 and cyclin E, we exploited the wild-type 

p53 inhibitor pifithrin-α, to shown that Niger-VA treatment 

causes cell cycle arrest through a p53-independent pathway.90 

Another groundbreaking finding came out of this study. 

Niger-VA treatment inhibits the expression of ER-alpha 

(ER-α) and its downstream player, Akt. Since it has been 

estimated that approximately 70% of diagnosed BCs express 

ER-α, this highlights the potential clinical significance of 

Niger-VA.90

Niger-VA’s efficacy on PC cells
We have not yet amassed extensive data of the effects of 

Niger-VA on PC-3 cells. However, we report two compel-

ling in vitro studies done in our laboratories indicating 

that PC-3 cells are more sensitive to Niger-VA than to 

TAX.87,89,91 One study showed that TAX-resistant PC-3 

cell growth is inhibited by up to 73% by Niger-VA at a 

concentration of 1 mg/mL. The data suggested that this 

Niger-VA sensitivity could perhaps be explained by dif-

ferential regulatory patterns of MAPK, c-Myc, Akt, and 

Pgp activities/ expressions.86,88 In contrast, TAX in com-

parable concentrations failed to significantly affect cell 

growth, suggesting TAX resistance.87,89 This study laid the 

framework for a later study conducted at Jackson State 

University (Jackson, MS, USA) representing the first report 

showing the antiproliferative activity of methanol-extracted 

Cameroon-cultivated VA in PC-3 cell line.91 The proposed 

mechanism for methanolic VA extract’s antiproliferative 

activity in PC-3 is phosphatidylserine externalization due to 

oxidative stress and apoptotic caspase-3 activation without 

inducing DNA fragmentation.91
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Most recent in vitro and in vivo 
preliminary laboratory results with 
Niger-vA
Since disproportionately higher mortality rates and preva-

lence of TNBCs occur in AAW than in other women and 

anticancer treatment agents are far less effective against 

such tumors, we conducted in vitro and in vivo studies that 

suggest that Niger-VA alone or in combination with TAX has 

greater efficacy than TAX alone,92,93 against tumors derived 

from triple-negative breast cancerous cells in nude mice 

inoculated subcutaneously, corroborating earlier studies.87–90 

Briefly, the effects of TAX alone or VA extract alone or with 

TAX were evaluated in Hsd:Athymic Nude-Foxn1nu, age 

5–6 weeks, female mice inoculated subcutaneously with Hras 

cells transformed from the HMLE mammary epithelial cell 

line using the HRASV12 oncogene. Studies revealed that 

although there was a lag in tumor growth for all treatment 

groups, the most significant reduction in tumor size was 

observed in the group of animals that had been pretreated 

with Niger-VA each day for 1 week prior to inoculation with 

Hras cells. We then evaluated the effects of injecting 20 mg/

kg of Niger-VA each day for 15 days before administer-

ing HRAS cells and AAW-derived MDA-MB-468 cells at 

different sites on the same animal, versus combined treat-

ment with very low doses of Niger-VA and TAX combined 

(5 mg/kg of each agent administered subcutaneously) toward 

inhibition of growth of tumors in our nude mice model.93 

Niger-VA exhibits chemopreventive effectiveness in vivo, 

perhaps involving the cytotoxic, genotoxic, and apoptotic 

mechanisms as disclosed through our in vitro findings.92 

A long-term benefit is that Niger-VA could be developed into 

a new treatment for mammary cancer. The major drawback 

impeding progress at this time is that this project has been 

underpowered due to the lack of funding primary deemed not 

fundable since Niger-VA is an herbal extract, not a purified 

active agent. This has also been a hindrance to promoting 

Niger-VA human clinical trials.

Conclusion
Taken together, there is compelling evidence to show that 

Niger-VA therapy or supplementation with edotides may ben-

efit patients with cancer. However, the challenges are twofold. 

First, it is very unlikely that a single molecule working alone 

is responsible for the varied anticancer activities of Niger-VA. 

Instead, multiple molecules, working alone or in combination 

with others, are more likely to be responsible for each of these 

biological activities, giving credence to using Niger-VA alone 

or in combination with conventional medicine. This holds 

especially true in cases of ER− cancers that are not responsive 

to current therapies and certainly with TNBC wherein there 

are no effective therapies. The second challenge relates to 

the antagonistic relationships existing between conventional 

medicine and traditional medicine practitioners. Botanics are 

a potential source of new therapies for diseases,70,94 and we 

advocate for the undergirding of Niger-VA by NCI and other 

entities as a natural phytotherapeutic for treatment of BC and 

PC, providing a broad scope of its effective use. In summa-

tion, the present compilation of studies presents convincing 

evidence and corroborates previous assertions by earlier 

investigators that Niger-VA has pronounced anticancer activ-

ity against BC and PC and may prevent and/or delay disease 

promotion and progression without the threat of hazardous 

side effects. Compressing over a decade’s work into the page 

limits of this review barred inclusion of other contributions 

that hail the importance of developing natural products and 

natural products research, termed pharmacognosy in action, 

in a special volume dedicated to the 50th anniversary of the 

American Society of Pharmacognosy.95 Although we are still 

performing preclinical assessment, we believe the efforts of 

NCI from the 1960s should be re-amped today to develop this 

natural product, Niger-VA, which might indeed cure cancer.
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